PLATFORM   SANCTIONS
ment: * Not only weapons but war mentality must be laid
aside '.
The autumn had seen the dramatic collaboration of three
great democracies to produce currency stabilization. The
world was given an example of democratic strength which
the dictatorships could not equal but could only imitate,
Mussolini had identified in letters of stone the lira with the
gold standard. Within forty-eight hours he had to submit
to the initiative of the Paris-London-New York axis.
Germany, said Eden in an impressive debate on the address
on 5th November, was invited to co-operate in an effort to
secure an increase in the volume of world trade on the lines
indicated in the recent Three-Power Currency Declaration;
but * we could not accept the doctrine proclaimed in Germany
of our responsibility for her economic difficulties \ It was not
in accordance with the facts. We had lent Germany since the
war almost as much as we had received from her by way of
reparations. Under the Anglo-German payments agreement
we were buying £100 worth of goods from Germany for
every ^55 worth of our goods that she was buying—thus
leaving ^45 at the disposal of Germany for the purpose of
buying raw materials and foodstuffs and for meeting her
financial obligations. Mussolini had made his famous dis-
tinction between the Mediterranean as via for Great Britain,
and vita for Italy. Eden's reply was that it was no * short cut *
for us, but * a main arterial road—a vital interest, in a full
sense of the word, to the British Commonwealth of Nations *.
On 12th November Baldwin perpetrated his * appalling
frankness' speech in reply to a philippic from Churchill on
armament deficiencies. Baldwin's defence was that he had
realized this all the time, but had concealed his knowledge
lest he and his party should be defeated in the election.
Those who were in close touch with Baldwin regarded this
disastrous speech as astute parliamentary tactics; and, indeed,
well-timed   apology   in   politics  often   pays   a   handsome
dividend. In Baldwin's case it had hardened into a habit, and
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